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national concentration front to obtain a majority. On January 25,
the reports were clearer that the latter would happen; competent
observers told him that National Socialism would lose another
million votes which the Nationalists would not gain.
Papen appealed to Hitler who shrugged indifferent shoulders.
Let swine be beaten up> and in any case they were only being
beaten up by agents provocateurs. He was completely under
Goering's influence at the moment, and was willing to let that
faithful servant crash the party through to the power he had
shrunk from seizing. But even he., and even Goering, had to
realize that power depended on a majority., that the National
Socialist "putsch," if it were not "legal" would be resisted by the
state, and that they had committed folly in allowing the chances
of a majority to drop steadily. There was a hasty consultation
with his lieutenants; it was agreed that a great coup must be
staged.
And now there comes that incident which may remain as one
of the unsolved mysteries of history because of lack of docu-
mentary proof.* About ten p.m. on February 27 the news flashed
through Berlin that the Reichstag building was on fire, and that
a man who said he was a Communist had been arrested in the
building on confession of arson. Goering lost no time. The flames
had not yet died down ere the police descended on the leaders
of Communism and all over Prussia they were haled to prison.
The Vorwaerts building was occupied and evidence of Socialist
complicity sought for3 and early next day the President decreed
a state of emergency suspending all those personal guarantees-
liberty of speech and assembly, liberty of the press, inviolability
of the home, inviolability of the posts and the like—contained
in the constitution, and gave the central government authority to
use force to compel any state to put the measures it ordered into
force* This was a coup ffitat\ whatever the result of the election
the government was safe.
But it was safe in any case. As if the fire had been a signal
* The recent publication of the Ernst document is not quite documentary
proof. That the document is genuine I have no doubt 5 that it properly assigns
the responsibility I believe. But it still requires corroboration.
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